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Property/Evidence Management
Bring your property room into the 21st century!
Evidence collection is a scientific procedure requiring officers or technicians to systemically log their findings, creating the
first link in the evidence chain of custody.

Having a robust computerized system in place to handle that sensitive data is as important as the evidence itself. Revolution
software enhances the ability of the property officer to track and manage the inventory with exceptional efficiency and
accuracy, and does it with a simple to learn custom format. Digital evidence is no longer a problem with our new digital
evidence suite (see other side).

Your agency has special needs and Revolution is the solution to those needs.
team customizes our software to meet your specifications.

Our experienced

We have built our reputation over two

decades in providing the most comprehensive law enforcement software in the nation.

Ask your evidence room staff how much time they need to conduct an inventory of the evidence
room.

If they indicate more than 3 days, you need new software.

Revolutions unique bar coding

scheme allows evidence room personnel to complete their entire room inventory in the amount of
time it takes to walk around and scan evidence and bins.

Its that simple!

your dedication to evidence integrity throughout the legal profession.

Revolution will validate

Revolution makes your job

easy with standard features:
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Make officer input easy.
Unlimited items per card.
Link involved persons to items.
Generate officer critique forms.
Multiple search fields.
Track disposition and chain of custody.
Grant read access to your prosecution team.
Portable (wireless) barcode reader for remote
or secondary property rooms or storage areas.
Capture electronic signatures.
Bulk release of money, drugs, guns and bicycles.
Finalize records so they cant be edited.
Customizable access levels for all users.
On-Scene Software and Hardware kit for Search Warrants or Large Scenes.
Enterprise Thick Client and/or Web versions.
Inventory large evidence rooms in just a few days instead of months!
Detailed statistical reporting.
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Digital Evidence Management
Photo / Audio evidence uploads, easy and secure.
Since the advent of digital cameras, it only makes sense to allow every
officer to utilize this valuable tool. Following the rules of evidence however
requires

strict

TM

Revolution

standardization

of

policy

in

handling

those

photos.

makes uploading and cataloging all of your departments

photographs simple and seamless.
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The Revolution

digital evidence module will allow you to upload all

digital, audio and video files in to the secure database by attaching the
USB

cable
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or

inserting

the

media

validates the integrity

card

from

your

digital

device.

of that digital file by creating an SHA-

256 hash of that file, and retains that signature with the file copy forever.
This digital signature is available on all printouts which will confirm the
veracity of your evidence in court.

Making Friends in Important Places
TM

Revolution
file

browser

enables you to grant read access to the digital
to

anyone

you

choose.

This

means

the

prosecution team will be able to view all digital files to their
case, online from anywhere they have access to the network.
Detectives will no longer have to take up valuable evidence
technician time by requesting hard copies of photographs and

TM

audio files. They can simply log into the Revolution
and view, listen and print from the browser.

system

Totally green.....

totally efficient.

Audio and video files are quickly processed through the
browser.

If

you

have

TM

computer, Revolution

the

native

codec

loaded

in

your

will load and play the file directly from the browser so you don't have to constantly open and close

TM

files to play them. The digital evidence module is a standard invaluable part of the Revolution

evidence package.
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